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The infinite we shall do right away. The finite may take a little longer.
— Stanislaw Ulam
Ulam might as well have been talking of the school mathematics curriculum, which inexorably leads the
student to Calculus at its end. Infinite sets (like the set of natural numbers and integers) and infinite objects
(like real numbers, rays) are pervasive in mathematics from middle school onwards, though in an intuitive
rather than axiomatic form. Finite mathematics makes short, almost apologetic, appearances. A syllabus unit
titled Mathematical reasoning is often included. Typically it is about propositional logic, and students are
trained in verifying if a given boolean formula is a tautology. Since this part is allotted only about 4% of
the teaching time in the whole year (of Class XI in India) with 2% weightage in the final examination, it is
not taken very seriously by all concerned, who have sin α + sin β, conic sections, the binomial theorem etc.
to worry about, and they are surely more difficult. Mathematical modelling is largely absent from school
syllabi.
Now, with the realisation that discrete mathematics lies at the foundation of computation, a demand for it is
heard, with logic included in the package. Computational thinking is the new paradigm, but though this is
about enumeration, repetitive patterns and discrete modelling, it is not (yet) considered to be a part of the
mathematics curriculum.
Yet, all through school, students learn deductive procedures in equational theories and employ deliberate
means of reasoning in algebra and geometry. Interestingly, the little logic introduced tends to be propositional
logic rather than the logic of quantification, while the latter is the form of logic unconsciously used by the
student in mathematics. Leaving this implicit has serious drawbacks, as for example evidenced by students
asked to solve the equation: 1/(x-1) = x/(x-1).
Logic remains the outsider in the mathematics classroom, not far away but gazing in from the window,
watching these plays.
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Logic is not only about deductive reasoning. Logic is also a conscious use of formal language, understanding
truth relative to models, figuring out consequence, relating assertions to algorithms that check those assertions, and studying limits to reasoning.
In this talk, we observe that all these are already implicit, scattered here and there, in school mathematics,
and suggest that there is reason to explicate these, for curricular and pedagogic purposes, as well as to enrich
teacher knowledge. We discuss how granting first class citizenship to logic in school mathematics can help
with computational thinking as well.
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